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Abstract—Camera parameters not only play an important
role in determining the visual quality of perceived images, but
also affect the performance of vision algorithms, for a vision-
guided robot. By quantitatively evaluating four object detection
algorithms, with respect to varying ambient illumination, shutter
speed and voltage gain, it is observed that the performance of
the algorithms is highly dependent on these variables. From
this observation, a novel active control of camera parameters
method is proposed, to make robot vision more robust under
different light conditions. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed approach, which improves the
performance of object detection algorithms, compared with the
conventional auto-exposure algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1980s, Bajcsy [4] introduced the concept of active
perception, as “a problem of intelligent control strategies
applied to the data acquisition process”. This idea was later
explored and termed “active vision”, with an emphasis on
visual perception, by Aloimonos et al. [2]. In their studies,
it was shown that many vision problems could be solved in a
much more efficient way by an active approach than a passive
one. Active vision was later formalized as a special case of
the attention problem, by Tsotsos [31].
Despite the advantages of being active, most vision-guided
robotic systems are characterized by their passive perspec-
tives. Most of them rely on camera’s built-in auto-exposure
algorithms [15, 26], which set camera exposure by evaluating
the mean brightness of an image. While these methods result
in good images from the perspective of human, it is not
always the case for a robot. Moreover, vision algorithms are
typically trained on offline image datasets, which suffer from a
significant camera sensor specific bias [3]. This results in less
generalized models, which are sensitive to camera parameters
and often fail on poor exposed images.
Figure 1 demonstrates a failure case of an object de-
tection algorithm when using auto-exposure. For this case,
the illumination is low, 50lx and 200lx. The built-in auto-
exposure uses very large shutter speed and voltage gain to
compensate for this low light condition. While it increases the
overall brightness of the acquired image, it fails the object
detection algorithm as large shutter speed results in over-
exposure around the object of interest and large voltage gain
introduces noise. This example indicates that a finer control
of camera’s intrinsic parameters is needed.
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Fig. 1: The top-3 outputs of the deformable parts model
algorithm on the auto-exposure images (left column) and best-
performing images (right column; images with the camera
parameters that yielded the best object detection results). The
first and second rows are for 50lx and 200lx illumination
respectively.
In this paper, we present a novel active control of camera
parameters method, to make robot vision more robust against
variation in illumination. Specifically, we investigate object
detection algorithms, as object detection is one of the basic
tasks in vision-guided robots. For camera parameters, we
focus on shutter speed and voltage gain. There are manly
two contributions in this work: 1) quantitative evaluation of
object detection algorithms reveals their sensitivity to camera
parameters ; 2) a novel active control of camera parameters
method is proposed to improve the robustness of vision
algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
How to make robot vision robust to different light conditions
is still a challenging problem in the robotics community [1,
22, 23, 28, 21, 17], as a slight ambient illumination change
may produce large difference in the appearance of objects. In
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the literature, there are four common approaches to achieve
this goal, from different perspectives.
The first one is to use illumination-insensitive representa-
tions of an image, such as edge maps [33], features in the
frequency domain derived for a differentiated image [18] and
inferred albedo and surface normal from neural networks [29].
Better illumination invariance could be achieved by using
these representations instead of the original image. The second
approach is to use multiple instance-based models, where each
instance corresponds to one light condition. Belhumeur [5]
proved that the set of images of an object in fixed pose
but with variant illumination, forms a convex cone, and the
dimension of this illumination cone equals the number of
distinct surface normals. However, algorithms based on this
approach typically need large amount of training data and have
high computational cost. The third approach is camera sensor
accommodation [30], which dates back to the 1970s. It was
proposed that sensor accommodation, automatic control by
computer over the parameters of camera, should be an integral
part of the recognition process. This idea was later applied
on active fixation in the context of object recognition [7].
The fourth one is illumination preprocessing. Preprocessing
has been a common practice in object recognition pipelines,
which aims to improve the reliability of a vision system.
For face recognition, particularly, a study [12] demonstrated
that illumination preprocessing is helpful in handling lighting
variations.
In this paper, we use the third approach to achieve the
robustness of object detection algorithms to different light
conditions. It was proposed that camera parameters should be
optimized with respect to different metrics, like image entropy
in [20] and gradient information in [27]. This methodology
was further summarized in [34]. In comparison with the
previous work, our method emphasizes that the control of
camera parameters should be optimized by the performance
of specific vision applications, i.e. object detection algorithms,
rather than using a generic metric.
III. CAMERA PARAMETERS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF
OBJECT DETECTION ALGORITHMS
As introduced in Section I, camera parameters determine the
quality of perceived images, which affect the performance of
vision algorithms. In this section, we present our quantitative
evaluation of object detection algorithms, with respect to
different ambient illuminations and two camera settings, i.e.
shutter speed and voltage gain.
A. Dataset
One of the fundamental problems of common image
datasets, such as [6, 9, 24, 16], is that they are image sensor
biased. Most images are taken under good lighting condition
and with proper exposure. In order to evaluate the sensitivity
of object detection algorithms to camera parameters, a new
dataset is introduced in this paper.
This dataset contains 2240 images in total, by viewing
5 different objects (bicycle, bottle, chair, pottedplant and
tvmonitor), at 7 levels of illumination and with 64 camera con-
figurations (8 shutter speeds × 8 voltage gains). Each image
is in 8-bit/color RGB format and of 1280x1204 resolution.
All object instances in the dataset are manually annotated
with class labels and bounding boxes. Samples of this dataset
can be found in Figure 2. The full dataset is published at
http://jtl.lassonde.yorku.ca/software/datasets/.
Fig. 2: Sample images from the dataset. Each row corresponds
to one light condition, 50lx to 3200lx from top to bottom. Each
column corresponds to one object. For each illumination and
object, there are 64 images (only 16 of them are displayed),
by sampling the shutter speed and voltage gain parameters.
Best viewed in high-resolution display.
To accurately measure the illumination of the scene, a
Yoctopuce light sensor 1 was used to measure the ambient
illumination. Also, intensity-controllable light bulbs were used
to achieve different light conditions, 50lx, 200lx, 400lx, 800lx,
1600lx and 3200lx. The digital camera was a Point Grey
Flea3 camera (mode: FL3-U3-13E4C-C), which was equipped
with a CMOS sensor and a programmable API interface. The
allowed shutter speed and voltage gain ranges were 0.016ms-
24.973ms and 0dB-24.014dB respectively. These permissible
ranges were uniformly sampled into 8 distinct values in each
dimension. The ith sample from a range [a, b] was set as
a + b−a8 (i − 1), where i ∈ {1, ..., 8}, leading to 8 × 8
candidate settings for the shutter/gain parameters, under which
the corresponding images were acquired. The aperture was
fixed at 4, and the red and blue white-balancing channels were
set to 500 and 800 respectively. All other parameters were kept
at default values.
1http://www.yoctopuce.com/EN/products/usb-environmental-sensors/yocto-
light-v3
B. Evaluation Setup
From the literature, four popular object detection algorithms
were selected for evaluating: the Deformable Part Models
(DPM) [10], the Bag-of-Words Model with Spatial Pyramid
Matching (BoW) [32], the Regions with Convolutional Neural
Networks (R-CNN) [11], and the Spatial Pyramid Pooling in
Deep Convolutional Networks (SPP-net) [13]. The original
implementations were used (except for BoW), and no opti-
mization or transfer learning techniques were applied.
For the DPM, the Release 5 version, as published at https:
//people.eecs.berkeley.edu/∼rbg/latent/, was adopted. There
were twenty class-specific detectors trained on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset [9], and only five of them were used for
the purpose of this evaluation. The outputs of each detector
were combined using non-maximum suppression with a 0.5
overlap threshold. For the BoW, we replicated the idea in [32]
with our own implementation. To make it consistent with the
other algorithms, it was trained only on the PASCAL VOC
2007 dataset. Local features were sampled densely over the
images and represented by SIFT [19] and HoG [8] descriptors.
We used a visual book size of 1000 and a spatial pyramid
with 3 levels using 1x1, 2x2, and 4x4. For the classifiers, we
used linear SVMs with a chi-squared kernel. The retraining
process took two iterations. For the R-CNN and SPP-net, the
neural networks were pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tuned
on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. Twenty detectors were
trained for the objects in the PASCAL dataset, and only five
of them were used for evaluating. The outputs of each detector
were combined via non-maximum suppression with an overlap
threshold of 0.5.
The output, given an input image, of each algorithm was
required to be a list of predicted object instances, each
represented by a bounding box, a level and a confidence score.
A predicted instance is considered true if the label is correct
and the bounding box overlaps no less than 50% with the
ground-truth bounding box, otherwise false.
Following the methodology by Andreopoulos & Tsotsos [3],
the evaluation procedures include:
1) Run the object detection algorithms on all the images
that correspond to each 〈illumination, shutter, gain〉
combination;
2) Sort the outputs by their confidence scores and then
evaluate them, using the aforementioned rule;
3) Compute the precision-recall curve from the above re-
sults;
4) Compute the average precision (AP) by sampling the
precision-recall curve.
The final results are represented by performance tables.
A performance table is a 8x8 matrix M , where Mij is the
AP of an algorithm on all the images that correspond to ith
sample of shutter speed and jth sample of voltage gain, for
a illumination. The range of AP is [0, 1]. Larger APs are
represented in black color, and smaller are in white color.
C. Results and Discussion
Figure 3 - 5 shows the performance tables of object
detection algorithms under three light conditions. The most
obvious observation is that all algorithms only work with a
subset of the 〈shutter, gain〉 pairs, for a specific illumination.
Another observation is that the algorithms prefer faster shutter
speed and smaller voltage gain when the scene is bright, and
slower shutter speed and larger voltage gain when the scene is
dark. However, algorithms demonstrate different sensitivity to
changes in shutter speed and voltage gain. The DPM accepts
wider range of values in the shutter/gain parameter space due
to the relative illumination robustness of the underlying HOG
features, while the BoW, R-CNN and SPP-net work with
narrower range of values. Also, the best-performing camera
parameters, for each illumination, vary among algorithms.
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(d) SPP-net
Fig. 3: The performance of four algorithms on the images
taken under low illumination (50lx). Inside each performance
table, the shutter speed increases from top to bottom and the
voltage gain increases from left to right.
By aggregating the performance tables in Figure 3 - 5, the
results of object detection algorithms with respect to each
illumination, shutter speed and voltage gain are shown in
Figure 6. Results are represented by mean average precision
(mAP) [25], which is the mean of a series of AP.
For ambient illumination, the common trend is that the
performance increases, reaches the peak and then decreases as
the ambient illumination goes from low to high. Note that for
low illumination conditions, the DPM algorithm significantly
outperforms the others. Similar pattern is also observed for
shutter speed. For voltage gain, constant performance loss
has been found at DPM as the voltage gain increase. One
possible reason is that voltage gain introduces noises [14],
which affects the results. Another possibility is that these
performance transients could be due to non-uniform sample
representation at the given camera parameters in the original
training set, and thus our method is able to uncover statistical
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(d) SPP-net
Fig. 4: The performance of four algorithms on the images
taken under medium illumination (400lx). Inside each perfor-
mance table, the shutter speed increases from top to bottom
and the voltage gain increases from left to right.
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(d) SPP-net
Fig. 5: The performance of four algorithms on the images
taken under high illumination (3200lx). Inside each perfor-
mance table, the shutter speed increases from top to bottom
and the voltage gain increases from left to right.
irregularities in the training ensemble.
IV. ACTIVE CONTROL OF CAMERA PARAMETERS
As discussed in Section III, the camera’s intrinsic param-
eters have a significant impact on the performance of object
detection algorithms, and the optimal shutter speed and voltage
gain configurations are algorithm and ambient illumination-
specific. In this section, we propose a novel active control
of camera parameters method based on the evaluation results.
The overall framework is shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 6: The mAP of four object detection algorithms with
respect to various illumination, shutter speed and voltage gain
conditions.
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Fig. 7: The proposed active control of camera parameters
framework.
There are mainly five components in this proposed frame-
work: 1) create a dataset of images, by sampling the ambi-
ent illumination and camera parameters of interest; 2) eval-
uate the performance of vision algorithms on the created
dataset, and build performance tables; 3) use light sensor
to measure the ambient illumination; 4) select the optimal
〈algorithm, camera parameters〉 combination based on the
performance tables, for a given illumination reading; 5) run
the selected algorithm on the image taken with the selected
camera parameters.
A. Motivation
The motivation of this active control of camera parameters
method is mainly from the analysis of the performance behav-
iors of object detection algorithms. It is observed that algo-
rithms behave differently with respect to variant illumination,
shutter speed and voltage gain. We propose to systematically
analyze and encode these behaviors, and to utilize these results
to improve the stability and robustness of a vision system.
B. Challenges
Despite the simplicity of the idea, there are also challenging
problems to solve. The first one is the reliability of the noisy
performance tables, and the second one is that there may exist
multiple optimal choices.
Figure 8 demonstrates the original performance table of the
DPM on images taken with various camera configurations, for
illumination 800lx. In this case, the optimal 〈shutter, gain〉
pairs are (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 1), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 8), (5, 1),
(5, 5), (5, 7), (7, 1), (8, 1) and (8, 6), which all yield the best
result 0.82. In such situation, it is unclear which one should
be selected. However, it can be found that the majority of the
optimal choices are in the top-left quarter of the performance
table and only a few outliers are beyond this area.
One possible reason for the outliers is that the distribution
of camera sensor parameters in the training dataset, for the
vision algorithms, is biased. The trained object detectors are
fitted to specific camera parameters combination, for various
light conditions. It may be that the unevenness of the results
is due to non-uniform training sample distributions with re-
spect to camera parameters and lighting conditions. This may
highlight a major difficulty with large large image datasets
if their creators do not pay careful attention to the statistical
characteristics of the training population with respect to its
key parameters.
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Fig. 8: The performance table of DPM under the 800lx
illumination condition.
C. Implementation
To solve the aforementioned issues, Gaussian smoothing is
applied to the original performance tables.
The reason for smoothing is to remove outliers and reduce
the possibility of multiple-maxima. The Guassian filter is used,
due to its simplicity to trade off between each individual
value and the local averages via the σ parameter. In our
implementation, the kernel size is 3 x 3 and the σ value is
configured to be 0.5, 1 or 2. For the values at boundaries,
there is not enough data to do a full smoothing operation.
In such cases, we crop the Gaussian filter accordingly (zero-
padding could be an alternative for the border effects). Note
that the Gaussian smoothing could bring in the following side-
effect on the performance tables: a low value which indicates
a bad detection rate can have a higher value due to high values
around it; then, this low detection value’s settings would be
chosen. Increase data samples or decrease the value of σ would
help avoid this situation.
For the purpose of this work, the values of ambient illumi-
nation, shutter speed and voltage gain are sampled at distinct
values. However, the actual readings of light sensor and the
camera’s intrinsic parameters are continuous. To make the
proposed system accept continuous illumination measurements
and output continuous camera parameters, linear interpolation
is applied.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate how the proposed active control of camera pa-
rameters method work, empirical experiment was conducted.
Our method was compared with the conventional approach,
camera’s built-in auto-exposure algorithm. We measured the
performance of object detection algorithms using these two
different approaches.
A. Experimental Setup
This experiment was conducted on the dataset introduced in
Section III-A. We split this dataset into two groups, training
and testing. The training set was used for the active control of
camera parameters system to compute the performance tables,
and the test set was used for testing. This process was repeated
by using different combination of the training and testing sets,
and averaging was applied to the results. The procedures were
as follows:
1) Pre-compute the performance tables on the training set;
2) For each object and for each illumination, run our
proposed system as described in Section IV to get the
optimal 〈shutter, gain〉 pair;
3) Run each object detection algorithm on the image that
corresponds to the proposed camera parameters, and on
the image that is taken with auto-exposure;
4) Evaluate and compare the results (A predicted bounding
box is considered correct if it overlaps no less than 50%
with the ground-truth bounding box, otherwise false).
The auto-exposure method is the built-in exposure algorithm
in Point Grey Flea3 cameras. This algorithm is controlled by
two parameters, the optimal brightness level and the region-
of-interest (ROI). It determines a proper exposure based the
mean brightness over the ROI. Both parameters were kept at
their default values during the experiment.
For the active control method, there are also two parameters,
the kernel size and the Gaussian σ. We were using a 3x3
kernel, considering the performance table is at 8x8 resolution.
We used different σ values, i.e. 0.5, 1 and 2.
auto-exposure active control
σ = 0.5 σ = 1 σ = 2
DPM 0.48 0.51 0.57 0.60
BoW 0.38 0.49 0.51 0.49
R-CNN 0.61 0.56 0.60 0.60
SPP-net 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.66
TABLE I: The mAP of four object detection algorithms with
auto-exposure and active control. The best performance is
highlighted for each algorithm.
B. Results and Discussions
Table I summarizes the performance of each object detection
algorithm with auto-exposure and active control. Compared
with auto-exposure, active control results in significantly better
performance for three object detection algorithms, the DPM,
Bow and R-CNN. See Figure 9 for the comparison of these
two approaches by relative increments.
The performance boost is more obvious on local feature-
based algorithms (DPM and Bow), than on convolutional
neural network-based algorithms (R-CNN and SPP-net). One
possible reason is that local features, such as SIFT and HoG,
are sensitive to the camera parameters, as pointed out in [3].
On the contrary, convolutional neural networks often contain
a few pooling layers, which mitigate the effects of camera
exposure.
Also, the results are dependent on the parameter σ of the
Gaussian smoothing operator, as noises in the performance
tables of different algorithms vary. No single σ value, that
constantly outperforms the others, has been found. However,
σ = 1 gives an overall decent results in our experiment.
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Fig. 9: The comparison of auto-exposure and active control
by the performance of four object detection algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel active control of camera parameters
method is proposed in order to improve the robustness and
adaptivity of vision guided robotic systems, with an emphasis
on object detection algorithms.
We first introduced a novel image dataset which incorpo-
rates ambient illumination and camera’s intrinsic parameters.
Then, we presented our quantitative evaluation on the per-
formance of object detection algorithms with respect to light
conditions and sensor configurations. Our results reveal the
sensor bias of vision algorithms, which necessitates a finer
control of camera parameters for these algorithms to work in
real-world applications.
Further, we proposed the active control of camera pa-
rameters method, from the perspective of algorithm perfor-
mance. This approach was empirically evaluated and compared
with conventional auto-exposure method. Experimental results
demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed method in
improving the robustness of vision algorithms to illumination
variation.
More importantly, our work act as a proof of principle, on
how to achieve illumination robustness and camera parameters
optimization. The methodology can be summarized as: 1)
create image dataset by sampling the camera parameter space;
2) benchmark vision algorithms of interest on the dataset and
compute performance statistics; 3) optimize camera parame-
ters by the statistics.
VII. FUTURE WORK
In the experiments, the performance tables are obtained with
five objects in a simple scene. In the future, the tests should be
extended to include multiple objects in different backgrounds
and from different viewpoints. Also, an experiment with more
than one camera would demonstrate the robustness of the
method.
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